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- Block geographical limitations imposed by web - Secure your Internet traffic - Establish an encrypted tunnel between you and your - Direct download from Softonic Premium download VyprVPN The VyprVPN team had more than 30 years of experience behind them when they started to build VyprVPN, and the results are there for all to see. The company is based in
Panama and currently offers more than 100 different IP addresses, thus avoiding any geographical restrictions imposed by web sites. The server is even geo-masked to avoid any unwanted anomalies. An extensive list of protocols, including OpenVPN and IPsec, ensures that only the best security standards are used to protect your connection. As VyprVPN is compatible
with Mac OSX, you don't have to worry about additional incompatibility issues either. Another useful feature offered by this VPN is the simple status of your connection, which shows how safe your data is and if you are being monitored. You can choose a number of zones, from which you can take advantage of the encryption and mask your real IP address. You can also
set a few exceptions for the VPN service to work in a particular zone. VyprVPN is a great tool to protect your privacy and to keep your data safe while surfing the Internet. The simplicity of the network makes it great to use, and the list of features has plenty of strengths that you can take advantage of. VyprVPN Description: - Simple, fast and easy to use - Professional
user interface with a customisable profile - Generate your own VPN identity - Add custom exceptions for websites - Select one or more zones for the VPN to work - IP masking with Real IP - Multi protocols (OpenVPN, L2TP/IPSec...) VyprVPN The VyprVPN team had more than 30 years of experience behind them when they started to build VyprVPN, and the results are there
for all to see. The company is based in Panama and currently offers more than 100 different IP addresses, thus avoiding any geographical restrictions imposed by web sites. The server is even geo-masked to avoid any unwanted anomalies. An extensive list of protocols, including OpenVPN and IPsec, ensures that only the best security standards are used to protect your
connection. As VyprVPN is compatible with Mac OSX, you don't have to worry about additional incompatibility issues either. Another useful feature offered by this VPN
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AirVPN - The Best VPN Service to Travel with by SecureVPN- The Best VPN Service to Travel with. 2017-11-29 Get yourself the fastest VPN service by SecureVPN by choosing AirVPN, now you can travel and enjoy your online privacy. Connect to all servers in 170+ countries & regions. VPN over WiFi, Mobile data or 3G/4G/LTE connection. VPN for All Devices:
Intel/Mac/Linux/Android/IOS/Windows & more. Enjoy! AirVPN - Best VPN by SecureVPN - The Best VPN to Travel with. 2017-09-18 SecureVPN - Best VPN to Secure & Protect your Online Privacy Online. Get yourself the best VPN Service by choosing AirVPN by SecureVPN. Now you can travel with all features to secure your Online privacy. We has so many servers worldwide
to protect your online privacy. VPN over WiFi, Mobile data connection or 3G/4G/LTE connection. VPN for All Devices: Intel/Mac/Linux/Android/IOS/Windows & more. Enjoy! SecureVPN - The Best VPN to Secure & Protect your Online Privacy. 2017-09-28 Leave Reviews and Recommendations on the best VPN Services for your Business or personal life AUSTRALIA AUSTRIA
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X-VPN is designed to be as simple as possible. It is available as a free download for Windows, Mac and Linux. AppTrap can protect you from sneaky apps and adware that could make use of your computer for evil. If the app is installed, AppTrap is able to detect it and offer you information about it. And if it is not installed, we can install it automatically for you. Let's be
honest - when you open any program, you usually don't think about its potential dangers. Since most programs are seemingly harmless, you usually don't give them any attention or you make sure they are not active before going on your way. But are you really sure it's OK to install this or that program? And the thing is that many applications may be deceptive,
infecting your system with viruses and adware. However, AppTrap can protect you from sneaky apps and adware that could make use of your computer for evil. If the app is installed, AppTrap is able to detect it and offer you information about it. And if it is not installed, we can install it automatically for you. On the screenshot above, we see an example of what
AppTrap can detect. An application called WinRAR, which is a well-known archive manager that may hide some malicious contents on your computer. Now when you start the program, AppTrap detects it and displays the following information: Viruses which could be spread with this application Offers The functionality of the application Important information You can get
more information about the application by opening the link on the bottom of the info icon. The screenshot below shows the data about the actual WinRAR application that we just launched: Virus which could be spread with this application Offers The functionality of the application Important information You can get more information about the application by opening the
link on the bottom of the info icon. Support, updates and additional features If you find the basic AppTrap functionality not enough, you can always upgrade to the free version, which gives you the additional functionality that was already used to detect and block apps. You can get the new version here. The advantage of using this free version is that you will get all the
new features as soon as they are added, without having to pay for them. This way, you can be

What's New In X-VPN?

Connect to the fastest servers in any country using an easy-to-use VPN client that works with all popular devices (laptop, tablet, and even smartphone) Connect to multiple servers at once using a "Quick Link" feature Works on Windows, Mac OS, iOS, Android, and other platforms Easy-to-use step-by-step wizards Kill-switch Unlimited speed No latency and packet loss,
safe to use in any device Configuration wizards to simplify the VPN connection process Add/Remove Servers, Quick Links, and Favorites Real-time connection status to check if your connection is up Full statistics about your connection Multiple quick links for fast connection to multiple servers (to connect to all the servers at once) So if you're looking for a very easy-to-
use VPN client, then you definitely need to give X-VPN a try. It is not only super simple to use, but it also boasts plenty of cool features as well. What more would you ask from your VPN client? Windows 10, 8.1 and 8 Windows 10 - UWP support, Desktop mode, full mesh support, and desktop firewall auto-connect to any server on the Internet. Windows 8.1 - Full mesh
support and Windows firewall auto-connect to any server on the Internet. Windows 8 - Full mesh support and Windows firewall auto-connect to any server on the Internet. Windows 7 (Legacy) - Full mesh support and Windows firewall auto-connect to any server on the Internet. Mac OSX - Full mesh support and Server mode. Android 5 and up Full mesh support and
Private mode. iOS 10 and up Full mesh support and Private mode. In Windows 10, 8.1, and 8 you can use the VPN client at 2 speeds: Any mode - allows any server to connect. It is the fastest way, but there are privacy issues if you use it (as you will not know which server you are using). Full mesh - allows only the VPN server you specify to connect. This makes it safer,
as only the server you want to connect to will be able to do so. For a truly secure and private way of using the Internet, use the Any mode. You will not feel the extra burden of having to connect to the VPN server you specify.
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System Requirements For X-VPN:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Phenom II x2 550, 2.2 GHz or higher Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX9 graphics card (Compatible with Windows Vista, 7, 8, and 10) DirectX: Version 9.0c Storage: 1 GB available space Additional Notes: Audio and microphone are required to hear voice chat in all languages. Project
leader: Yoch
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